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Transparent Computing: Spatio-Temporal Extension on von Neumann
Architecture for Cloud Services
Yaoxue Zhang and Yuezhi Zhou
Abstract: The rapid advancements in hardware, software, and computer networks have facilitated the shift of the
computing paradigm from mainframe to cloud computing, in which users can get their desired services anytime,
anywhere, and by any means. However, cloud computing also presents many challenges, one of which is the
difficulty in allowing users to freely obtain desired services, such as heterogeneous OSes and applications, via
different light-weight devices. We have proposed a new paradigm by spatio-temporally extending the von Neumann
architecture, called transparent computing, to centrally store and manage the commodity programs including OS
codes, while streaming them to be run in non-state clients. This leads to a service-centric computing environment,
in which users can select the desired services on demand, without concern for these services’ administration, such
as their installation, maintenance, management, and upgrade. In this paper, we introduce a novel concept, namely
Meta OS, to support such program streaming through a distributed 4VP+ platform. Based on this platform, a pilot
system has been implemented, which supports Windows and Linux environments. We verify the effectiveness of
the platform through both real deployments and testbed experiments. The evaluation results suggest that the 4VP+
platform is a feasible and promising solution for the future computing infrastructure for cloud services.
Key words: transparent computing; extended von Neumann architecture; cloud computing; cloud services;
Meta OS
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Introduction

In the last two decades of the 20th century,
with rapid advances in hardware and software, the
centralized computing model of mainframe computing
has shifted toward the more distributed model of
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purpose computing devices, such as laptops, tablet
computers, smart phones, handhelds, and wearables,
marks a departure from the established traditional
general-purpose desktop computing toward the greatly
heterogeneous and scalable cloud computing[1, 2] , in
which diverse services can be accessed anywhere,
anytime, from a variety of clients, including popular
Personal Computers (PC). However, analysis of service
access and support platforms from a client perspective
indicates that maintaining and managing service
operating environments on clients remain a challenge
for end-users. It has been previously shown that the
annual cost of managing a PC can be up to five times the
cost of deploying it[3] . Meanwhile, all files and data are
stored on the local disks of individual machines. They
may be lost once the corresponding device is damaged
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or compromised, requiring distributed data backup and
restoration services. Furthermore, if sensitive server
data are fetched and cached at local disks, they will
potentially be available to the public, or to attackers
with access to the machine.
The power of cloud computing has recently also
been recognized to address the above challenges faced
by traditional computing paradigms. While there are
different types of usage, the models can be roughly
classified into two categories. The first category is that
in which the application software, such as Salesforce[4]
and Google Docs[5] , is hosted in data centers, and
delivered to end-users through the web browser. This
new paradigm can sharply reduce the cost of software
maintenance and management, by centralizing both in
the data centers. However, these application programs
in cloud computing are specialized and dedicated,
making it very difficult for traditional applications (e.g.,
MS Word) to be hosted and delivered. In addition, this
only solves the maintenance and management issues
of specific applications, which are not concerned with
traditional OSes such as Windows.
The other category is that in which a Virtual
Machine (VM) based thin-client approach emerges
as virtual desktop solutions in data centers, such as
Xen Desktop[6] and VMware View[7] , which create
virtual PCs/desktops (i.e., instances of Windows)
on the server or server blade with virtualization
technology. Thus, the user has a complete virtual PC in
the data center or cloud, but only consumes a fraction
of the server resources. The virtual desktop can be
accessed from any client devices, whether normal
PCs, thin clients, or mobile devices, through a Remote
Desktop Protocol (RDP)[8] , Independent Computing
Architecture (ICA)[9] , or virtual network computing
(VNC)[10] . Compared with traditional thin-client
systems, a virtual PC/desktop can guarantee and isolate
user performance and improve security. However, as
a type of thin client, it is difficult to support graphicsintensive applications, such as multimedia applications,
due to the huge network bandwidth needed to transfer
video display data, even in an enterprise environment.
To address these challenges, we have proposed
a new computing paradigm, namely, transparent
computing[11] . The core idea of this paradigm is
to realize the “stored program concept” model
in networking environments, in which execution
and storage of programs are separated in different
computers. Specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
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system/service programs are stored on central servers
(like a warehouse), to be streamed on demand,
and automatically initiated/executed on light-weight
devices or clients with local CPU and memory
resources (like a factory). Users can select any desired
services, including commodity OSes and applications,
via the same hardware platform and can use them
according to their past experience. They do not need
to undertake, or even bother about the installation,
maintenance, and management of the services. In this
paper, we present a realization of such a paradigm with
a novel approach, namely Meta OS, mainly in local area
network environments. This pilot system can then be
further generalized to ubiquitous networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces the basic motivation, i.e., the concept
of transparent computing in comparison with other
computing systems.
Section 3 presents Meta OS
and its architectural details. Section 4 describes the
detailed design issues of 4VP+ , which is a distributed
platform embodying Meta OS. The proposed platform
is evaluated via real deployments and experiments of
a pilot system in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and
future work are addressed in the final section.

2
2.1

Overview of Transparent Computing
An extended von neumann architecture

The objective of transparent computing paradigm is
meeting user demands for any computing services
in a trouble-free way in the right place at right
time. The essential idea of transparent computing
is to spatio-temporally extend the traditional stored
program concept in a single computer to networked
computers/devices. Specifically, the storage and
execution of programs are separated to be on
different computers. Programs are stored on the
central computers (servers) as opposed to local storage
devices in traditional computers. The programs are
streamed and scheduled on demand, to be executed on
any computers (embedded devices or clients) with their
local CPU and memory resources.
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To further describe this paradigm, let us first examine
the traditional concept of stored program computer. The
design of a stored program concept (also known as the
von Neumann architecture) computer is organized with
five main components: control unit, arithmetic logic
unit, memory (including internal and external parts),
input, and output. The instructions and data are treated
and stored in the same way in the storage devices, and
will be fetched first from persistent storage (through
input and output components) to memory, and then
processed in its arithmetic unit[12] .
A model based on a single local storage structure
to hold both instructions and data (also known as
programs) can achieve great flexibility, for example,
easily replacing and changing programs. However,
using this traditional way of storage with local devices,
it is difficult to provide ubiquitous or personalized
or active services to users. Several disadvantages of
this approach are illustrated from different aspects
below. First, with only local storage, the small, limited
sized embedded devices can not hold all the necessary
programs, while the relatively larger devices can
not share programs beyond their contents. Second,
programs on the local storage need maintenance,
protection against malware (including virus, worms,
and spyware), and other management routines, which
are usually very difficult for non-expert users to
undertake. Third, the mechanical components of local
storage, such as the hard disk, are often broken and
become sources of system failure. With the advent of
networking, many approaches are being proposed based
on network technologies to solve the problem of data
sharing and partially program sharing[13, 14] . However,
using these approaches, it seems difficult or impossible
to fundamentally solve the program sharing problem,
and thus to provide users with desired services
freely. For example, it is difficult to share commodity
OSes and applications (e.g., Windows) with a bare
hardware platform and let users select other software
services on a Linux platform.
To have fundamental solutions to the above problems,
it is necessary to extend the von Neumann architecture
to network environments. This extended architecture
for transparent computing is further elaborated in
Fig. 2. The spatio-temporal extension can be seen
as follows. The storage and computing of programs
are separated in different computers, as opposed to
different components in a same local computer in the
traditional von Neumann architecture. One computer
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An extended von Neumann architecture (II).

(client) is responsible for computing only, and shares
the programs (including OSes and applications) stored
on another computer (server) via the network. The
servers act only as a repository of all needed programs
(including OSes and applications). The programs
(including OSes and applications) will be streamed
back to the client in small streaming blocks on demand
via the network, to be executed with the local resources,
such as memory and CPU. In such a spatio-temporally
extended architecture, the storage contents are extended
from the local computer (client) to another computer
(server) via the network, and the interrupt requests for
I/O and storage, and system bus have been extended
from within the local computer (client) to the network,
as well as the file and user management.
Accordingly, on such spatio-temporally extended
architecture, client/embedded devices require less CPU
power and memory, which reduces the hardware
cost significantly (easy to maintain); client devices
can run different programs (including OSes and
applications), which drastically reduces the software
cost (easy to use); a program (including OS and
application) can be shared by many users, namely
a service-centric computing environment (SaaS),
which reduces the software cost (easy to use); the
centralized management can significantly reduce the
costs of maintenance, upgrade, security, usage, and
management as well. Therefore, a user can select any
needed OS (e.g., Linux or Windows or an embedded
OS) and applications stored on the servers via the
same client machine. Also, a user can obtain the same
service (e.g., applications on Windows) via different
client machines. Moreover, all computing services and
technologies are transparent to users. Users can select
and use their desired services, without being involved in
all the maintenance, upgrade, and management, which
will be carried out by the system itself or centrally on
the servers by administrators. The detailed description
is shown in Fig. 3.
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2.2

Same/different services via different/same clients.

Related work and difference

There has been extensive research in this area. Our
proposed transparent computing paradigm and the
extended von Neumann architecture are most related to
the previously proposed systems such as PCs, Network
Computers (NC), thin clients, diskless computers, VMs,
and cloud computing.
Because of the management challenge of PCs, NCs
such as the Java Station by Sun[15] have been proposed
as replacements. Such a solution supports very limited
applications, such as WWW and Java applications
only, and does not work with general commodity OSes
or other applications, such as the Microsoft Office
suite[16] .
Thin-client computing systems, such as Microsoft
RDP[8] , Citrix ICA[9] , Sun Ray 1[15] , VNC[10] , and
MobiDesk[17] , have been very popular for providing
a fully featured desktop to users at low management
cost. However, in such a computing paradigm,
all computing tasks are performed at the central
server (which is different in our proposed approach,
namely that storage and computing are separated),
while a client works only as a user interface by
performing display, and keyboard/mouse input/output
functions, but with no computing capability. Although
realized by the centralized management, such systems
greatly increase the server resource requirements with
limited scalability. Applications with heavy computing
requirements (e.g., multimedia applications) usually
can not be efficiently supported by thin-client systems.
Recently developed VM-based thin-client approaches in cloud computing, such as Xen Desktop[6] and
VMware View[7] , also leverage the thin-client model
to access the virtual PC or desktop hosted in data
centers. These virtual PCs or desktops are hosted by
a VM created and run within a server. Although they
can guarantee and isolate user performance and achieve
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higher security with the help of VM technologies, it
is still difficult for them to support graphics-intensive
applications due to the large network bandwidth needed
to transfer video display data over the Internet.
Our idea is quite similar to the concept of diskless
computers such as those described in Refs. [18-20]
in early years. Without local hard disks, a diskless
computer usually downloads an OS kernel image from
the remote server. It thus can not support OSes that do
not have clear kernel images, such as Windows. It also
does not support booting from heterogeneous OSes.
The concept of resource virtualization was introduced
a long time ago and has recently been more popular in
addressing security, flexibility, and user mobility. One
evident example is that VMware[21] has extended
the concept of virtual machines to support multiple
commodity platforms. VM-based stateless thick client
approaches, such as Internet Suspend/Resume (ISR)[22] ,
use VM technology (e.g., VMware) together with a
network file system (e.g., Coda[23] ) to support user
mobility. Each ISR client runs OS and applications on
top of a pre-installed VMware on the host OS. The
use of VMs supports heterogeneous OSes as well, but
it also introduces additional performance overhead due
to its virtualization of all hardware resources, including
CPU and memory, while in our paradigm, client OSes
are running directly on top of the CPU and memory
resource. In additional, their approach still keeps the
computing and storage in the same local clients. Due
to the nature of running OS and applications on top of
a pre-installed VMware on the host OS, their solution
still can not be efficiently applied for cloud applications,
since most of the clients are embedded systems or
devices.
The cloud services, such as Salesforce[4] , Gmail[24] ,
Google Docs[5] , centralize both computation and
storage in data centers and then deliver the applications
to end-users through the web browser or other
special utilities. This new paradigm can sharply reduce
the cost of software maintenance and management
by centralizing both in the data centers. However,
these application programs in cloud computing are
specialized and dedicated, making it very difficult
for traditional applications (e.g., MS Word) to be
hosted and delivered. In addition, this just solves
the maintenance and management issues of specific
applications, and is not concerned with traditional
OSes, such as Windows.
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3

Concept and Architecture of Meta OS
(4VP+ )

To realize transparent computing as stated above,
we introduce a novel concept of Meta OS, a
super-OS control platform running beneath operating
systems, but which can instantiate (startup, serve,
and control) commodity OSes (Instance OSes) and
their applications. The conceptual model of Meta OS,
in comparison with the conceptual model of single
OS, can be illustrated in Fig. 4. To implement the
separation of execution and storage of programs, the
Meta OS should have two basic functions. The first
is to let users select which OS should be loaded and
used, and then boot the needed OS remotely from
server repositories. The second is to stream programs
demanded by users during or after the OS startup. This
is vital because of lack of local storage in the client. The
concept of Meta OS can be embodied through a
distributed platform with several parts residing on the
client and several parts residing on the server, while
other parts are integrated with the Instance OSes.
As discussed in the previous section, the conceptual
description on the topology of the Meta OS has been
partially illustrated in Fig. 4. As shown in this figure, the
servers (transparent server) are regarded as the resource
providers that supply OSes, application software, and
data to bare clients who need them. The clients demand
the programs (including OSes and applications) through
the networks (delivery network) in a streaming way,
and execute them (just-in-time computing) by using
the local resources. This paradigm is different from
any other computing paradigms currently used in
PC, diskless workstation or conventional client/server
paradigm, or embedded devices, since it enables
accessing and sharing different OSes, applications, and
data stored on centralized servers via the same bare
client.
Applications

The layer architecture of a transparent computing
system based on Meta OS is given in Fig. 5. The
client must be fitted with a resident module of MultiOS Remote Boot Protocol (MRBP). When the client
is powered up, it will issue a booting request to the
server and use MRBP to start up an OS (Instance OS,
integrated with Meta OS) selected by a user. After the
Instance OS is loaded, the Meta OS and Just-In-Time
Computing (JITC) layer in the client will continue to
serve the above Instant OS in a transparent way, which
means that the commodity OSes can run continuously
without awareness of the change.
In the server, the Meta OS layer, running on top
of the server OS, holds a set of basic services and
management tools, such as Virtual Disk Management
System (VDMS), Network Service Accessing Protocol
(NSAP), and MRBP service. The heterogeneous OS
layers are used to store and support different types
of OSes. The application layer refers to common
applications running on the server.
The Meta OS consists of four virtual views of I/O,
disk, file and users, and two protocols of MRBP
and NSAP. Their detailed design and functions are
presented in Section 4.

4

Program Streaming Through 4VP+

The embodiment of Meta OS is through a 4VP+ (shortly
for four virtual layers and two protocols) distributed
platform, which partially operates at the assembler
instruction level. The structure of 4VP+ is shown in
Fig. 6. This 4VP+ software platform is mostly installed
in a management server, except for a part of MRBP
that is burned into a BIOS EEPROM in the bare client.
However, the other programs of 4VP+ platform run in
clients or servers according to their functions. The parts
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of 4VP+ running in the client will be also fetched from
the server repository along with the Instance OSes.
The MRBP is used to boot bare clients remotely
from servers. It can let users select their desired OSes
and applications. The MRBP then installs an NSAP
module, which is written in assembler instructions, to
enable a virtual I/O for clients. Through this virtual
I/O interface, clients can access the OS images located
at servers and then load them as using a regular I/O
device. After the dynamically downloaded OS is started
up, the OS-specific in-kernel modules for virtual I/O (VIO), virtual disk (V-disk), virtual file (V-file), and virtual
users (V-user) will function to help the users to access
the software and carry out their tasks seamlessly. The
V-user module is used to manage users. Before users’
setting up connections to a server to access their private
information or data, the system has to authenticate
them through a network authentication protocol, such
as Kerberos[25] with the V-user manager in the server. If
it succeeds, the server will serve the clients through
the NSAP. Note that users can access their information
via any clients in the system for convenience. In the
remainder of this section, we discuss the two protocols
and four virtualizations in detail.
4.1
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Our key idea is to first initialize a virtual I/O device
for a client, whose requests will be sent through a
network and executed by a server instead of a local hard
disk. In this way, any OS can be loaded according to its
normal procedure as if a real hard disk existed. Figure 7
lists the main steps involved in the remote boot process
in the server and client, respectively.
After having powered on, the client interrupts the
normal booting up process by starting up the MRBP
client. The MRBP client will send boot requests to
servers, discover the supported OSes in the system,
and display them for users. After a user selects a
specific OS, the MRBP client will then download and
start up the NSAP client, through which the client can
access the virtual disk images on the server repositories
through virtual I/O devices. The client then executes
the Master Boot Record (MBR) of the specific virtual
disk, continuing the booting process as if there was a
normal hard disk. The services, residing on server, such
as MRBP and NSAP, will serve the booting process
accordingly.
Before the client is powered off, the V-disk driver
and V-file modules will flush out the cache contents to
the server. If the power-off happened beyond schedule,
the system can also startup in a clean state by clearing
the Copy-On-Write (COW) disk, as shown later in the
following subsections.
4.2

Network service access protocol

The core idea of 4VP+ is virtual disks. From the
perspective of a user or application, there is no
difference between accessing data from a V-disk and a
local hard disk. The actual contents in V-disks reside at
Waiting

Start

Get Start Interruption Signal
If Received the signal from a
client

Multi-OS remote boot protocol

Send Message to Servers to
Search Oses Boot blocks

Search the Boot blocks

In lack of local storage to persistently keep software
and data during power-off, the transparent clients have
to dynamically load the desired OS environment from
the server. To support heterogeneous OS environments,
we can not adopt traditional methods for booting client
machines without local hard disks, for example, burning
a specific OS kernel into a client Real-Only Memory
(ROM)[15] , or a more flexible way by downloading
the OS kernel directly from the server[18] that can not
support OSes like Windows since it does not have a
clear kernel.

Send the Boot block numbers
to Client

If get the numbers of blocks,
then show to user

Wait for user Choose for
Default Start

If User Choose a OS

Start N SAP

Search and delivery
Meta OS

Start N SAP to get Meta OS

Page Scheduling of instance OS

instance OS Running

Fig. 7

Boot process of Meta OS and Instance OS.
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the remote server, and will be fetched to the client on
demand. The access of virtual disk images on the server
is through NSAP.
A virtual disk request issued by the above OS or file
system will be changed into one or more NSAP packets
to be sent to the remote server and responded to from
the server as well. Thus, given each virtual disk request
received from the file system, the NSAP client (through
an OS-specific V-disk driver) will compose one or more
remote-disk requests to be sent to the server.
The first function of NSAP is to establish a unique
connection between the V-disk image on the server side
and the V-disk on the client side. Consequently, each
client can maintain two request queues, one for the
virtual disk requests received from the file system, and
the other for the remote-disk requests to be sent to the
server.
The second function of NSAP is to deliver the
instructions and data, including OS codes from the
server to clients, or the computation results from
clients to the server. These transmissions occur when
interruptions or I/O requisitions are made.
Figure 8 shows the format of each remote-disk
request and reply in an application-level packet. Each
packet starts with an identification field of four bytes to
denote the unique packet sequence number. The twobyte operation mode is used to distinguish among three
different types of remote-disk packet: read requests,
write requests, and server acknowledgments. The
logical block number and block length specify the start
block number and the total number of blocks to be read
or written on the corresponding V-disk. If the packet is
a write request or a read response, then the actual disk
data to be written or read will follow.
The NSAP uses User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
to deliver data packages. Thus, to maintain reliable
data transmission, the NSAP server will send an
explicit acknowledgment for each remote-disk request
received. If the request is a data-read request,
the acknowledgment can be piggy-backed with the
returned data. NSAP clients use timeouts to detect
lost remote-disk requests or replies for retransmission
requests. Each remote-disk request has a unique ID, so

Fig. 8

Format of NSAP request/response packets.

that both the client and the server can detect and drop
duplicate packets. For achieving good transmission
performance, it is necessary to set a small but proper
timeout value in case of network loss. Our empirical
experience has shown that most disk accesses are
involved with small amounts of data. Thus, we set the
maximum size of data to be read or written by a remotedisk request to 32 KB.
To avoid out of order requests, each client uses
a simple wait-and-send solution to send remote-disk
requests. After a request is removed from the queue
and sent to the server, the client will not send the
next request until it receives the response to the
last message. Hence, a read request following a lost
write request will not return stale data, and repeated
read/write requests are guaranteed to generate the same
effects.
4.3

Virtualizations and management

After the above discussions of the two core protocols in
4VP+ platform, we describe the four virtualizations in
more details in this subsection.
As stated previously, the core technique of 4VP+ is
the virtualization of devices and users. For transparency
to OSes and users, the virtual I/O is triggered
with virtual disks. V-disks are flat addressable blockbased virtual storage devices located beneath the file
systems. Each block has a fixed length, such as 512
bytes. A transparent client can be configured to access
data from one or more V-disks, with each corresponding
to a V-disk image located on the server. A V-disk
image consists of one or more files, depending on the
required disk size. To manage different clients’ V-disks,
the transparent server sets up a V-disk management
database to maintain the mappings between a client’s IP
address and the corresponding V-disk images. A system
administrator can configure the quotas of client V-disks
using an application tool that updates the server’s Vdisk management database. Note that a V-disk seen by
users can be mapped to different images. This feature
provides flexibility for sharing virtual images among
different users.
The whole system virtualization can be illustrated in
Fig. 9. The virtual disk access is implemented by the Vdisk drivers and the Virtual I/O Management (VIOM)
through NSAP interacting with the service modules and
management database on the server. The virtual file
system in the client is to enable software sharing. The
components and their functions are further discussed
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below.
To facilitate effective management of centralized
disk image files and to support heterogeneous OSes
and applications with reduced complexity, the 4VP+
platform classifies client V-disks into four different
categories to enable sharing and isolation. First, 4VP+
separates software from data, based on the observation
that many users will use the same OS and application
software and thus can share them, while data are often
user-specific and can not be shared.
Second, 4VP+ maintains a “golden image” of a clean
system that contains the desired OS and a common set
of applications. This “golden image” is thus immutable
and can be shared by all clients. However, some
applications must write to the disk directories where
they are installed to function properly, e.g., create
temporary files. To support these applications, 4VP+
adopts a COW approach by having a COW V-disk
for each client. The COW operations are implemented
through a file system redirector. The file system
redirector can filter the file written operations and
redirect them to the COW disk. Of course, it also needs
to carry out the read operations with the original or
COW V-disk. Thus, there are four categories of V-disks
in 4VP+ :
System V-disk (S): It is used to store the “golden
image” of OS and applications. The corresponding
system virtual images are created by administrators, and
shared by all clients. They can be modified only by the
administrators.
Shadow V-disk (H): It is a user-specific COW disk
of the system V-disk to enable write access to the
system V-disk contents. However, the COW semantics
are supported at the granularity of files through a
file redirector, which is a file system level software
agent. When a user needs to modify a file on the system
V-disk, a COW copy of the file will be created on
the shadow disk for any subsequent access. The use of
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shadow V-disks is transparent to the end-users.
Profile V-disk (P): Each client also has a
profile V-disk to store user-specific persistent
data, such as customized user settings for OS and
applications. Similar to shadow V-disks, the existence
of profile V-disks is also transparent to the users.
User V-disk (U): Each client has one or more user Vdisks that are used to store private user data. Each user
V-disk will be mapped to a user-specific image.
It is the classification of V-disks that greatly
simplifies software management tasks, especially for
system recovery. If a client is corrupted by accidental
errors, software bugs, or malicious attacks such as
viruses, worms, or spyware, system administrators can
quickly clear the COW V-disk contents to return a clean
system image to users.

5

System Implementation and Evaluation

We have implemented a prototype of 4VP+ that
supports both Windows 2000 Professional and Red
Flag 4.1 Desktop (Linux kernel 2.4.26-1)[26] . Our
implementation of MRBP is based on, and compatible
with, the Intel PXE protocol[27] for sending boot
requests. Because device drivers are platform
dependent, we have implemented two different Vdisk drivers, customized for Windows and Linux,
respectively.
The implementations are in C++. Since Windows
2000 is a modified microkernel, we have modified the
corresponding Windows registry files for the OS to load
the V-disk driver. Thus, there is no need to change
or recompile the kernel. However, since Linux is a
monolithic kernel, we have compiled the V-disk driver
into the kernel by modifying the related kernel source
code before recompilation.
5.1

Deployment environments and experiences

Our Windows-based system has been deployed across
30 clients in a university e-learning classroom for daily
usage for 14 months.
In this deployment, the 4VP+ clients are Intel Celeron
1 GHz machines, each with 128 MB DDR 133 RAM
and 100 Mbps onboard network card. The server is an
Intel Pentium IV 2.8 GHz PC with 1 G RAM, a 1 Gbps
network card, and two 80 GB 7200 rpm soft RAID0
hard disks. The clients and the server are connected
by an Ethernet switch with 48 100 Mbps interfaces
(used for clients) and two 1 Gbps interfaces (used for
the server). The server OS is Windows 2003 Server
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(SP1) edition. The 4VP+ clients use Windows 2000
professional (SP2).
During our initial deployment, the prototype system
has been running stably most of the time and has
achieved the following benefits:
Reduced system maintenance time: Previously,
administrators spent on average 4 to 8 hours a week
to regularly clear every machine, even with the help of
automatic tools to fix problems caused by user faults or
malicious attacks. Using 4VP+ , the system cleaning and
upgrading time is reduced to 30 minutes per week, due
to both the reduced number of malicious attacks and the
centralized operations.
Improved availability: Before using 4VP+ , 4-8 hour
system maintenance took place every Thursday. No
class could be arranged to use the classroom during
this maintenance period. After deploying 4VP+ , the
classroom can be used every day without weekly
service interruptions.
Improved security: After deploying 4VP+ , there have
been no reported viruses or worms in the system. One
physical theft did happen in the classroom of our
deployment, where, in addition to the 30 4VP+ clients,
there are also 30 other regular desktop computers. All
the memory slots and hard disk drives of the 30
regular clients were stolen in this incident, resulting
in significant data loss. As a contrast, all the 4VP+
transparent clients remained intact, except for one that
suffered loss of a memory slot after the thief opened this
single computer box and discovered no disk. No data
were lost, and the transparent system resumed operating
the very next day.
5.2

Testbed experiments and evaluations

In our testbed experiments, we used the same hardware
configurations as in our real deployment, but with
a more powerful server, an AMD Athlon64 3000+
machine. The server is configured with 2 GB Dual DDR
400 RAM, two 80 GB Seagate Barracuda 7200 rpm
soft RAID0 hard disks, and 1 Gbps onboard network
card. We examine the performance of V-disk in a
single server and client scenario. We vary the number
of clients supported by a 4VP+ server to study the
application performance in concurrent cases. We also
compare the performance with a regular PC (with the
same hardware configuration and an additional local
hard disk of 80 GB Seagate Barracuda 7200 rpm). To
evaluate the system scalability, we compare it with
typical thin client systems.

5.2.1

V-disk accessing performance

We first examine the throughput of accessing V-disk
data. We evaluate the V-disk access throughput using
the Iometer performance tool[28] to submit random disk
access requests of different sizes to the client. We
just show the results of the random, unbuffered case
on Windows in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The unbuffered
case means that the client’s file system caches are
disabled. We also compare the throughput with that
of the regular PC’s hard disk. For read access, Vdisk throughput increases with the request size and
is higher than the local disk, but decreases when
the request size is larger than 32 KB, which is the
maximum size delivered. Thus, this decrease may be
because the network communication time dominates
the latency, and a large request size will result in
several service requests. At the same time, because
the response in a 4VP+ system can be satisfied with
the server’s memory cache, the V-disk performance is
higher than that of the local disk when the request size
is small. The write throughput, as shown in Fig. 11, is
smaller in the V-disk than the local disk because the
server cache can not satisfy the requests instantly. Note
that in the local disk scenario, the write throughput
is bigger than the read. This may be because the
embedded hardware cache of the hard disk can return
the write result instantly without undertaking the real
disk operations. We also evaluated the performance in
the Red Flag Linux environment. The results are shown
in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. Since the lowest sector size in the
Linux ext3 file system is 4 KB, Iometer can not test the
1 KB and 2 KB cases. We can see that the results are
similar, but with a different less amount. This may be
due to the different file systems and operating systems
under measurement. In addition, we have tested the
throughput in the buffer case, and the result is similar.

Fig. 10

Random read throughput in Windows.
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4VP+ client access latency in Windows.

(s)

+

Operation

Fig. 11

Random write throughput in Windows.

PC

Booting OS
53.13
MS Word 2003 (Start up)
2.23
MS Word 2003 (Open 1 MB file) 3.07
MS PPT 2003 (Start up)
5.21
Photoshop V7.0 (Start up)
13.29
Flash V6.0 (Start up)
18.62
3D MAX V4.0 (Start up)
29.71
Copy a file (20 MB file)
11.59
Copy a file (50 MB file)
28.24
Table 2

4VP clients
1 client 10 clients 20 clients
48.73
1.26
2.13
3.04
11.08
7.16
25.68
8.95
24.33

70.62
2.28
3.57
6.58
16.48
31.41
34.24
19.75
49.48

4VP+ client access latency in Linux.

92.79
6.35
7.27
9.98
27.51
74.30
54.18
37.51
109.52
(s)

+

5.2.2

Fig. 12

Random read throughput in Linux.

Fig. 13

Random write throughput in Linux.

Application performance

Tables 1 and 2 list the client access latency respectively
in Windows and Linux environments, measured by
concurrently running an operation on all clients in the
following four categories: OS booting, launching office
applications, launching other applications, and file
copying. The OS boot latency refers to the time elapsed
from powering on the client to the desktop windows
displayed on screen. The application launch time refers
to the time elapsed from starting the application till it is
ready for use.

Operation

PC

Booting OS
EIOffice (Start up)
EIOffice (Open 1 MB file)
Firefox (Start up)
Copy a file (20 MB file)
Copy a file (50 MB file)

85.67
2.03
3.01
3.67
12.25
33.83

4VP clients
1 client 10 clients 20 clients
58.20
97.72
127.28
1.07
2.35
6.03
2.09
3.37
7.18
2.55
3.89
7.99
7.80
18.15
35.33
25.44
53.76
115.79

For all four categories of performance shown in
Table 1, we observe that in the Windows environment,
4VP+ outperforms the regular PC in the single client
scenario. The latency increases with the number of
clients within our range and is on the order of
tens of seconds. The worst case latency is for the
20 clients to concurrently copy a 50 MB file. This
is a V-disk intensive operation during which the
network communication overhead was much higher
and the server was more likely to become a
bottleneck. However, such a worst case scenario rarely
occurs in our real deployment, where it has been found
by studying the traces collected from the server that
there is strong locality of disk access patterns. As we
can see from Table 2, the results in Linux environment
are also similar only with a different amount.
5.2.3

Scalability

To study the scalability of the pilot system, we measure
the web browsing performance with Microsoft IE 6.0,
using the web text page load test provided by ZiffDavis i-Bench benchmark suite 5.0[29] . We evaluated
the average client latency of the entire i-Bench run
by varying the number of concurrent clients in the
system. We also compared the 4VP+ performance
with the performance achieved by thin-client systems
including Citrix ICA[9] , Microsoft RDP[8] . The results
are shown in the Fig. 14. We observe that when the
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investigated in our research studies. We have been
extending our proposed approach to support broader
embedded devices (e.g., PDA and intelligent mobile
phone) to connect with ubiquitous communication
networks, and to support more instance embedded OSes
and applications. We will report further details in the
near future, due to space limitations in the current
manuscript.
Acknowledgements

Fig. 14

Client observed i-Bench run latency.

number of clients is less than four, ICA and RDP
achieve lower client latency than 4VP+ . However, the
latencies increase linearly with the number of clients in
both ICA and RDP, whereas the client latency in 4VP+
remains constant with small deviations, suggesting
that 4VP+ is more scalable than these thin-client
systems. This is because in 4VP+ , the server handles
only V-disk access requests, while thin-client severs
perform both file access and computing tasks. These
results suggest that 4VP+ is a promising cost-effective
solution for scalable real-world use.

6

Conclusions

We introduced a novel paradigm, transparent
computing, which spatio-temporally extends the
von Neumann architecture from the concept of “stored
program” to the networking environments, in order
to provide more active services for end-users toward
cloud computing. Based on this paradigm, we have
proposed that a Meta OS (4VP+ ) distributed platform
can stream programs, including operating systems and
their applications. The approach based on Meta OS
can let users select and demand their desired services,
like turning on and choosing different channels
through TV-set, making computers more familiar and
simple. Moreover, the system based on 4VP+ can
achieve a lower cost than before, due to the low direct
cost (hardware), and the low indirect cost, including
cost of maintenance, upgrade, security, and usage.
We implemented the 4VP+ system in a client/server
environment, and this system has been widely deployed
in China. We have also given some evaluation results of
the system. Both results from users and the evaluation
results suggested that our system is a feasible and costeffective solution for future computing infrastructure.
There are still several important aspects being
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